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ABSTRACT 

Geology of Levack Township

Levack township lies about 25 miles northwest of Sudbury 

Ontario, and the Sudbury nickel irruptive passes through its 

southeast corner.

Consolidated rocks are all Precambrian and the oldest 

is represented by numerous xenoliths of mafic and biotite 

gneiss in the quartz diorite of the Levack complex. These 

inclusions are thought to represent a series of interbedded 

volcanics and sediments which were subsequently granitized 

to form the Levack complex. The Cartier granite (formerly 

Birch Lake granite) intrudes the Levack complex with 

gradational contact. The older quartz diabase dikes occur 

in great numbers throughout both the Levack complex and 

Cartier granite and some are porphyritic. The Levack breccia, 

an intrusive breccia similar to the Sudbury breccia occurs as 

veins and irregular bodies in the above mentioned rocks.

The Onaping tuffs of the Whitewater series that occur 

along the south margin of the map area are andesitic with 

abundant rhyolite fragments. The steep dips of the gneiss 

osity in the Levack complex and the gentle dip of the tuffs 

indicate a structural unconformity between these units. The 

nickel irruptive has been intruded between the Levack complex 

and Onaping tuffs metamorphosing the latter.
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The irruptive has been subdivided into 10 units on the 

basis of macroscopic evidence. The lowest, the black norite,

characteristically contains numerous inclusions. The biotite 

norite largely consists of hypersthene, possibly a result of 

crystal settling. Grey norite, characterized by zoned 

plagioclase laths, is subdivided into a quartz norite and 

quartz gabbro depending on the chief pyroxene. The transition 

zone consists of 4 units vhich are composed of dark transition 

zone rock and a light transition zone rock which occur in 

alternate layers. The overlying granophyre is divided on the 

basis of a slight change from red to greyish red colour. The 

petrology and structure of the irruptive indicate that the 

main part of the granophyre cannot be derived by differentia 

tion, but that either separate intrusion or assimilation of 

the rhyolitic portions of the Onaping tuffs are more likely.

Younger olivine diabase dikes cut the irruptive, but 

cannot be easily traced through the Levack complex. Pleistocene 

deposits are mainly glacio-fluvial.

The nickel deposits in Levack Township, like most of those 

elsewhere around the basin, occur at the outer edge of the 

irruptive. Although adjacent to the norite, the ore bodies 

occur mainly in the footwall rocks, and variations in these 

appear to be important factors in the distribution of ore. 

At the Levack and Hardy mines, the upper sides of the ore bodies
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are marked by an assay wall in the norite. Ore contains about 

30 percent or more sulphides mixed with unaltered gangue. 

The ore occurs generally as masses and stringers, and in some 

of the contact breccia a coarse disseminated type of ore is 

produced. Sulphides are disseminated throughout the norite, 

but pyrrhotite and pentlandite are confined to the proximity 

of the footwall.



INTRODUCTION

Location

The area mapped includes the southern three quarters of 

Levack township, and the northern part of Dowling township in 

the District of Sudbury, about 20 miles northwest of Sudbury. 

The centre of Levack township is near latitude 46 40 T N. and 

longitude Bl 24 rW. Highway number 544 provides access from 

Sudbury. The main transcontinental line of the Canadian Pacific 

Railway passes through Dowling township, and some trains stop 

at Levack station. Geologically, the area is situated on the 

north side of the Sudbury basin, and extends from the northern 

margin of the Whitewater series, across the nickel irruptive 

and into the northern granite mass,

Description of the Area

The township lies in the range of hills which rise north of 

the flat farm lands in the middle of the Sudbury basin. In the 

area, the relief, according to the contours on Collins map (1947), 

is from 200 to 300 feet, the greater local relief occurring near 

the major valleys. Although the hills appear well rounded from 

a distance, in detail the topography is rugged with many steep 

slopes and small cliffs. Thickly wooded valleys separate the 

hills, most of which are barren or covered with scattered clumps 

of scrubby deciduous trees. Near the beginning of the century 

the forest was cut for timber, and the stumps of trees two to 

four feet in diameter are all that remain of the original forest. 

At a later date the area was burnt, thus the present forest
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represents twenty to forty years growth. In Dowling township, 

hardwoods are the most common type of trees: in the northern 

part of Levack township poplar and jackpine are abundant on 

the Pleistocene sand and gravel deposits.

Most of the small valleys trend eastwards, and the 

principal drainage pattern is made up of small streams flowing 

east and west into the Onaping River. The long, straight 

north-trending valley of the Fecunis fault makes a break in 

this pattern. Pike Lake and the west end of Moose Lake, are 

drained by creeks that run northward along the Fecunis valley 

before turning west to join the Onaping. Throughout most of 

its course in Levack township, the Onaping River occupies a 

broad valley filled with flat gravel terraces. South of 

Levack town, the valley narrows where it crosses the nickel 

irruptive, and in Dowling township its crossing of the 

northern part of the Onaping tuff is marked by large rapids and 

falls.

The town of Levack lies in the valley marking the northern 

contact of the nickel irruptive. With the exception of the 

few merchants, all the residents of the town are employees 

of the International Nickel Company and their families. 

Transients will find a lack of accommodation, although on 

Windy Lake, the Department of Lands and Forests operates a 

camping ground. The townsite of Onaping, located two miles
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southwest of Levack contains the residences of employees of 

Falconbridge Nickel Mines Limited. This company owns all 

the operating mines in the area except the Levack mine, which 

is owned by the International Nickel Company. The mines are 

located along the north edge of the nickel irruptive, and 

from southwest to northeast they are Hardy, (divided into the 

Hardy, Boundary and Onaping Mines), Levack, Fecunis, 

Strathcona (undeveloped) and Longvack.

Purpose of the Survey

Within t he past ten years, three new mines, Hardy, Fecunis 

and Longvack, have been opened up in the area. As a result, the 

present regional mapping is inadequate. Advantage is also 

taken of the new exposures in mines and drill holes to provide 

a more detailed description of the north range of the nickel 

irruptive than has been available to date. The recent theories 

of Thomson and Willisma (1956) have shown the necessity of 

knowing more about the granitic rocks north of the Sudbury basin

Methods of Mapping

Collins 1 map of the Chelmsford sheet (1947), on a scale 

of one mile to the inch, shows the major rock units of the 

township. As a result, one of the first problems in the present 

more detailed study was to try to further subdivide Collins 1 

basic unit. Although descriptions of the rock types exist, this 

problem was aggravated by the lack of any clear definition on
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Collins 1 part regarding the field criteria which can be used 

to distinguish them. This was found to be particularly true 

when determining the limits of the transition zone, and when 

distinguishing between the Levack and Cartier (Birch Lake) 

granites o

Reconnaissance traverses during the first field season 

in 1957 established six mappable units in the irruptive, 

five of which were subsequently retained for surface mapping. 

Considerable time was spent around Moose Lake trying to 

subdivide the granophyre, but without success. Reconnaissance 

north of the irruptive revealed the situation to be complex, 

and only general subdivisions based on rather subjective 

criteria could be used.

During the second season in 195#, the irruptive in 

Levack township was mapped by traverses spaced at ten chain 

(660 feet) intervals, but in Dowling township traverses were 

spaced irregularly to suit the outcrops. A sample area 

extending northwest from the Levack mine was mapped on a scale 

of 200 feet to the inch. This mapping permitted selection 

of those units that were suitable for mapping on scale of 

four inches to the mile. Some rock units (e fc g. Levack breccia 

and older diabase) were widespread but occurred in bodies 

too small to be shown on the main map.

In the detailed mapping of the granitic rocks, pace-and- 

compass traverses speced 200 feet apart were tied into picket
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lines every quarter mile. Other than this, mapping in the 

field was done on aerial photographs on a scale of 4 inches 

to the mile. Forest Resources Inventory sheets of the 

Ontario Department of Lands and Forests were used as base 

maps. These sheets are on the same scale as the photographs, 

and also show the positions of their centres.
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gravel and Recent alluvium. The oldest rocks occur as 

fragments of biotite gneiss, amphibolite and pyroxene 

granulite in grey quartz diorite and pink granite of the 

Levack complex. Northwestward the fragments decrease in 

proportion to tonalite which in turn grades into the coarse 

pink Cartier granite. The Cartier granite more or less 

corresponds to the Birch Lake granite of Collins (1936, 

p. 34* and 1947), but in the absence of correlation it is 

thought better to restrict the name "Birch Lake" to Collins 1 

type locality at least for the present. Diabase dikes cut 

the granitic rocks, and it is possible that they correspond 

to the older diabasic intrusions called "Nipissing" else 

where in the region. In this report they are referred to 

simply as the "older diabase". The Levack breccia 

pervasively intrudes the granites and the diabase in a net 

work of veins and patches. It is an intrusive breccia 

similar to the Sudbury breccia with which it is correlated.

The south side of the map area is underlain by the 

Onaping tuff, the lowest member of the Whitewater group.

The north side of the Sudbury irruptive forms a 

northeasterly striking layer of rocks that cuts across the 

southern part of the map area. It has been intruded between 

the Onaping tuffs and the Levack complex. The present work 

has shown the irruptive to be formed of several mappable 

units as listed below.
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Previous Classification 

Micropegmatite

Transition 

Zone

Grey Norite

Norite

Classification in this report 

Granophyre

Upper Light Transition Zone 

Upper Dark Transition Zone 

Lower Light Transition Zohe 

Lower Dark Transition Zone 

Quartz Gabbro 

Quarts Norite 

Biotite Norite 

Black Norite

Although the last two are important units in the mines, 

they have very few outcrops.

A group of diabase dikes that cut across all rocks, have 

been called Keweenawan by former investigators. In this report 

they are called the "younger diabase". The Fecunis fault appears 

to be the youngest feature of the area before the formation 

of the Pleistocene and Recent unconsolidated deposits.



CENOZOIC 

RECENT

PLEISTOCENE 

PRECAMBRIAN

LATE or POST 
HURONIAN

TABLE OF FORMATIONS

Swamp and alluvium

Gradational Contact 

Sand, gravel and boulders 

Unconformity

Faulting

Younger Diabase Dikes (Keweenawan ?) 

Intrusive Contact

Period of Formation of the Sudbury Basin 

Formation of the Irruptive 

Sulphide Ore Deposits

Intrusive and Gradational Contact 

Contact Breccia and Faulting

Intrusive Contact 

Granophyre

Gradational Contact
2 

Norite

Intrusive Contact

Formation of the Subsidence Basin
3 Whitewater Series^

Onaping Tuff

Levack Breccia (Sudbury Breccia)

Intrusive Contact 

Older Diabase (Nipissing?) 

Intrusive Contact
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PRECAMBRIAN (continued)

PRE-HURONIAN: Period of Granitization (Algoman?)

Cartier Granite (Birch Lake Granite)

Gradational Intrusive Contact 

Tonalite and Pink Granite of the Levack Complex

Intrusive Contact

Period of Vulcanism and Sedimentation 

(Keewatin or Timiskaming?) 

Represented by the fragments of mafic 

gneiss and biotite gneiss in the 

Levack complex 0

Notes 1. It is possible that these features may

post-date the irruptive by a significant 

period of time 0

2. For subdivisions see preceeding page*

3. The Whitewater series is a time-stratigraphic

unit o 

4o Unconformity inferred on the basis of

structure o 

5. Age relative to Onaping tuff not definitely

known 0 

6 e Pink granite may have originated in

connection with the Cartier granite,, 

7. The granitization may have accompanied the

intrusion of the Cartier granite 0
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LEVACK COMPLEX

The term "Levack complex", as used in this report refers 

to the Algoman granite of Coleman (1905), and to the Levack

granite and granite gneiss of Collins (1947), which he too 

considered to be Archean. The term "complex" is used because 

several different types of rocks are included in this unit.

In Levack township, the Levack complex underlies a strip 

two to three miles wide which extends northeasterly across 

the central part of the township. The southern contact is 

sharply defined against the norite, but the northern contact 

is irregular and gradational into the Cartier granite. The 

location of the northern boundary differs in this report from 

that shown on Collins f map (1947), due largely to the 

gradational nature of the contact, and in part possibly to 

the different criteria used to distinguish the rocks 0

A few excursions have shown that the complex extends 

across Morgan and Foy townships on the east, and Cartier and 

Cascaden townships on the west. Similar rocks also occur 

south and west of Geneva Lake, fifteen miles northwest of 

Levack.

The Levack complex is largely composed of grey quartz 

diorite in which are masses of highly metamorphosed rocks. 

In order to avoid confusion with the well-known quartz diorite 

of the Sudbury irruptive, the term "tonalite" will be used 

when referring to the quartz diorite of the Levack complex*
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Fragments and masses of two types of rocks occur in the 

tonalite; one, which occurs most abundantly near the irruptive 

is called "mafic gneiss", and the other, which is more 

abundant north of this, is called biotite gneiss c The ratio 

of fragments to tonalite ranges from one extreme to the other. 

The biotite gneiss and the mafic gneiss generally occur in 

separate areas, but in some places a few fragments of mafic 

gneiss are found with the biotite gneiss 0

Mafic gneiss fragments are mainly composed of dark green 

amphibolite gneiss or pyroxene granulite, and most have sharp 

contacts with the enclosing and intruding grey tonalite- 

Biotite gneiss fragments and patches consist of quartz, white 

feldspar, and abundant biotite. Inclusion boundaries range 

from very sharp, through all degrees of lit-par-lit injection, 

to gradational and the fragments range from distinct to ghosts

The texture and mineralogy of the mafic gneiss inclusions 

suggest that they were originally basic igneous rocks a Their 

interlayered occurrence with the masses of biotite gneiss 

supports the idea that the Levack complex represents a 

granitized sequence of basic volcanics and clastic sediments,,

Pegmatite dikes are scarce in the area 0 Two dikes half 

way between the International Nickel gravel pit and Levack, 

strike east, dip vertically, and are 2 to 4 feet wide. They 

are the simple type of granite pegmatite, made up of very
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coarse-grained (4 to 6 inches) pink feldspar and quartz. 

The centres of the dikes are richer in quartz than are the 

margins.

Irregular patches and streaks of pink granite occur in 

the tonalite and may be related to the Cartier granite. Milky 

quartz veins are common in the Levack complex where they also 

cut the older diabase dikes. Epidote alteration is conspicuous 

in some of the tonalite and in places extends into bodies of 

Levack breccia.

The subdivision of the Levack complex into map units is 

not completely satisfactory. Areas with abundant inclusions 

of mafic gneiss can be readily separated from those with 

abundant inclusions of biotite gneiss, and from areas which 

are mainly tonalite. However it requires considerable 

subjective judgment to decide on the appropriate map unit in 

many cases, as for example, when the ratio of fragments to 

tonalite varies widely within different parts of a single 

outcrop area. In order to determine how abrupt and irregular 

these variations are, a sample area north of the Levack mine 

was mapped on 200 feet to the inch.

Map No. P.91 shows that all the rock units are distributed 

in zones with a general northeasterly strike. The zone of 

biotite gneiss along the contact between the Levack complex 

and the Cartier granite is obvious in the field, as is the 

predominance of mafic gneiss along the irruptive at Fecunis*
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The northeasterly trend of these fairly well defined zones, 

may have biased the interpretation of the other less obvious 

inclusion zones 0

Mafic Gneiss

The mafic gneiss is most abundant and least cut up by 

tonalite around the Levack mine. It forms most of the outcrops 

along the north side of the valley from Levack town to the 

Levack mine and farther east almost to the Longvack mine as 

shown on Map No. P.91. Northward the mafic gneiss occurs more 

and more as scattered fragments in the tonalite. East of 

Pike Lake, scattered inclusions of mafic gneiss occur in most 

of the tonalite, but there seems to be a zone extending 

east-northeast from the lake that is somewhat richer in 

inclusions than the rest. The northern most zone of abundant 

mafic gneiss inclusions, extends northeastwards beyond the 

north end of Pike Lake, and is characterized by sporadic 

accumulations and scattered fragments of the gneiss in the 

tonalite. To the east this zone swings northward out of the 

area, and to the west it appears to die out near the Onaping 

River, although a few fragments occur in the tonalite farther 

west o

On the weathered surface, the mafic gneiss shows little 

alteration. The colour remains almost black, but may have 

slight brown stain that varies in intensity over a distance 

of a few inches. Fresh surfaces of the mafic gneiss are
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characteristically fine-grained, and very dark greenish or 

brownish grey to black. The grains are rarely more than 

0.05 inches across although small streaks may have C.I 

grains. The dark colour is relieved by white feldspar 

grains that give the rock a speckled appearance, but the 

visible feldspar generally forms less than one quarter of 

the rock. Because of the fine grain it is seldom possible 

to separate the pyroxene-rich types from the hornblende-rich 

ones in l&he field, and unless biotite is abundant it is not 

easily seen. The mafic gneiss has a fairly constant 

appearance over the whole area, and in most cases the fine 

grain and the dark colour are definitive. On outcrops most 

of the inclusions are characterized by their sharp 

boundaries with the enclosing tonalite, but in some areas a 

few of the fragments have gradational boundaries, ranging 

from an inch or two, to the point where the fragment is 

largely digested and is represented by a hornblende-rich patch 

in the tonalite,,

Orientation of the foliation, angularity, and numbers of 

the fragments are related. Where the fragments compose less 

than half of the rock they tend to be sub-rounded and their 

foliation planes are randomly oriented. On the other hand, 

where the fragments are numerous and close together, separated 

by a couple of feet or less of tonalite, they are angular to 

subangular, and their foliations are parallel to sub-parallel.
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This type of occurrence is found near the Levack mine, where 

it is often possible to see how the fragments originally 

fitted together.

Although most of the fragments are rather equant, some 

appear extremely elongate on the outcrop surface. One such 

fragment measured 15 feet in length by 4 to 6 inches in width, 

and was gently curved. Since the foliation is parallel to 

the long axis, such a fragment probably originated by wedging 

of foliation planes by the injection of the tonalite. Such 

injections of tonalite can be seen in the many veinlets of 

quartz and plagioclase, averaging one-half an inch wide by 

a foot or more long, that are confined to the foliation planes 

of the mafic gneiss to the extent that cross-cutting 

relationships are uncommon. Some of the veinlets may be 

segregation bands, especially the thinner ones, and possibly 

those with amphibole in excess of that usually present in 

the tonalite*

Thin section examination reveals two types of mafic 

gneiss although both look similar in outcrop. One is a basalt 

or fine-grained gabbro with fresh pyroxene and plagioclase. 

The other is an amphibolite which may have been derived from 

the gabbro.

For the most part the gabbro contains both augite and 

hypersthene in varying quantities, and in some places amphibole 

is abundant. Andesine composes 20 to 50 per cent of the rock
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and magnetite is the chief accessory. The amphibolite is 

largely composed of pleochroic green hornblende with about 30 

per cent of saussuritic plagioclase, A little biotite, apatite, 

and secondary epidote and chlorite are also present.

The presence of pyroxene and andesine suggest that the 

mafic gneiss was originally an igneous rock of the gabbro clan. 

However the absence of structures, other than the gneissosity, 

make it impossible to decide between extrusives or intrusives. 

The interlayered relationship with the biotite gneiss is 

compatible both, with a series of volcanics and sediments, and 

with intruded sills and sediments 0 Because of the overall 

fineness of grain, the author tends to think of the mafic gneiss 

as representing basic volcanics,,

Biotite Gneiss

The biotite gneiss is well developed in three areas 

Map No.P.91. The typical gneiss that occurs on the north side 

of the Beaver pond is part of a zone that extends westward 

across the Onaping River e Easily accessible outcrops occur 

along the road from the town of Levack to International Nickel 

gravel pits, but the biotite gneiss is a little unusual here, 

in that it contains the only garnets seen in the area. The 

northern zone of the biotite gneiss lies along the southern 

boundary of the Cartier granite. West of the Onaping River, 

this boundary is fairly sharp and can be placed within a few
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tens of feet. Near Seal Lake, the boundary is very diffuse, 

and a zone about half-a-mile wide consists of mixed biotite 

gneiss and Cartier granite. East of Longvack Lake are some 

small areas of biotite gneiss.

Unlike the mafic gneiss, much of the biotite gneiss 

occurs in large masses rather than as small fragments. Most 

areas of biotite gneiss extend over several thousand square 

feet, and in many areas distinct fragments smaller than ten 

feet are uncommon.

Gradational contacts with the tonalite are the rule, and 

lit-par-lit, and segregation banding are prevalent. The 

distinctive features which enable one to recognize the biotite 

gneiss are the high concentration of biotite, the white 

feldspar porphyroblasts, and a distinct layered appearance. 

Many biotite gneiss fragments are a mixed rock made up of 

alternating bands of biotite gneiss and tonalite.

The least metamorphosed biotite gneiss is a medium-grained 

equigranular rock, composed of about 45 percent of both white 

oligoclase and biotite in grains about 0.05 inches across, with 

minor quartz. Foliation is produced by parallel alignment 

of the biotite flakes, and gneissic banding is not evident. 

This unaltered type of gneiss commonly separates lit-par-lit 

injection layers of tonalite and occurs as distinct angular 

fragments a few inches across isolated in the tonalite.



Most of the biotite gneiss has been drastically altered 

in appearance by the development of white, ovoid plagioclase 

porphyroblasts, that range in size up to half an inch across, 

with grains 0.2 to 0*3 inches the most common. Where 

porphyroblasts are abundant, as for example in the area south 

of Seal Lake, the biotite gneiss becomes massive rather than 

foliated. In most of the rock, however, the porphyroblasts 

tend to form coarse-grsfined, thin layers intercalated with 

medium-grained biotite rich layers. A small proportion of 

the porphyroblastic layers containslarge amounts of biotite, 

but most are composed of about 30 percent quartz and 60 percent 

coarse-grained oligoclase with up to 15 to 20 percent of 

biotite. These felsic bands have a similar composition to 

the tonalite, and may merge into the tonalite surrounding the 

fragments o The mafic minerals in some of the porphyroblastic 

layers are distributed in thin films around the feldspar grains 

and give the rock a spotted appearance similar to that of the 

spotted tonalite.

Lit-par-lit injection of tonalite into the biotite gneiss 

is very common, especially in the biotite gneiss east of 

Longvack Lake. Some of the injections contain chlorite instead 

of the customary biotite. Tonalite injections can be 

distinguished from the porphyroblastic segregation layers on 

the basis of their medium-grained equigranular texture and lack
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of mafic mineral, in contrast to the coarse-grained feldspar 

characteristic of the porphyroblastic segregations.

The complete metamorphism undergone by the biotite gneiss 

obscures its origin. The gross interlayered relationship with 

the mafic gneiss, the abundant biotite, and the high soda 

content as indicated by the oligoclase, conform to the concept 

that the biotite gneiss was originally a sequence of 

argillaceous sediments 0

Tonalite

Tonalite (quartz diorite) forms the matrix for the 

inclusions of mafic and biotite gneiss, and the amount of 

tonalite present in an outcrop varies from 10 to 100 percent. 

This variation can occur over distances of a few feet.

As seen in outcrop, the tonalite is commonly a pale grey 

gneissic rock, medium to fine-grained, consisting mainly of 

quartz and oligoclase feldspar much of which is untwinned. 

It has an average colour index of 20 percent. The quartz 

occurs in irregular colourless grains, about a tenth of an 

inch across, surrounded by the white plagioclase. For the 

most part the grains of mafic mineral are unidentifiable, being 

fine, dark green aggregates. Where inclusions are numerous 

mafic minerals may compose up to 30 percent of the rock, and 

biotite and hornblende can generally be recognized. Exceptions 

to this are mainly in the mafic gneiss, as for example near
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the Levack mine, where the stringers of tonalite separating 

the fragments have less than ten percent mafic minerals.

The fabric of the tonalite varies from massive to gneissic. 

Most of the gneissosity is the result of the parallel 

orientation of scattered mafic minerals, and where such minerals 

are abundant they form irregular dark streaks. In a few places 

the quartz forms in lenisoid grains and patches which reinforce 

the gneissic fabric. In parts of the area between Pike Lake 

and the Onaping River, and in other areas where biotite gneiss 

is abundant the feldspar forms rounded grains, more or less 

isolated by films of the mafic minerals. This gives the rock 

a spotted appearance. Southeast of Seal Lake biotite gneiss 

grades into this type of spotted tonalite. This gradation is 

caused by the development of greater and greater numbers of 

white oligoclase porphyroblasts in the biotite gneiss to the 

point where the rock has a massive spotted appearance 0 Thus 

it is possible that this spotted type of tonalite represents 

a recrystallization of the biotite gneiss. The spotted tonalite 

does not commonly exhibit the gneissic structure which is present 

in much of the tonalite.

The rock is, for the most part, medium-grained, and has a 

granitic texture in massive specimens. Where gneissic banding 

is evident in hand specimen, thin sections show that the biotite 

and hornblende grains arc roughly aligned parallel to the gross
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foliation, and in some specimens the quartz occurs in elongate 

patches, that are more or less parallel to the other structures.

The tonalite may have originated in one of two ways. It 

may represent a plutonic intrusion of quartz diorite into a 

series of sediments and volcanics. If this is the case it 

may represent a period of igneous activity distinct from the 

Cartier granite. On the other hand the similarity of compo 

sition of the biotite gneiss and the tonalite suggest that the 

latter has arisen by processes of granitization and assimilation 

of the biotite gneiss. If this is true, it is possible that 

the Levack complex represents part of an aureole of granitization 

surrounding the Cartier granite, and the tonalite and Cartier 

granite would be roughly coeval although the field relations 

indicate that the tonalite is the older*

Pink Granite

Within the tonalite some outcrops have various patches and 

small areas in which pink microcline composes up to 30 percent 

or more of the feldspar* This rock is called the "pink granite*. 

In most places it has the appearance of tonalite with added pink 

feldspar, but elsewhere the pink granite is an alaskite, being 

made up entirely of pink feldspar and quartz. The amount of 

pink granite is relatively small, and except for a few areas 

a couple of hundred feet across, does not constitute more than 

5 or at the most 10 per cent of the tonalite area in any one 

exposure.
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The patches of pink granite are about 6 inches to 2 feet 

across, and the majority of them have ovoid outlines in surface 

exposures, with the long axis parallel to the foliation of the 

tonalite host. Many patches consist of areas of tonalite with 

disseminated pink feldspar grains. In a few places, such as 

the area west of the south end of Pike Lake the pink granite 

occupies areas of a few hundred square feet. As well as ovoid 

patches, vein-like streaks of pink granite about an inch or 

two wide are common, and many appear to be controlled by 

joints and cracks, but some cut across massive rock. Most of 

these veins, and all the patches have gradational boundaries 

with the tonalite, the gradational zone being from one to 

several inches, and taking the form of disseminations of pink 

feldspar grains in tonalite.

In the field it is convenient to divide the pink granite 

into three types; alaskite, mafic pink granite, and disseminated 

type. The alaskite is composed of quartz, pink feldspar and 

minor amounts of white feldspar. The quartz forms elongate 

irregular grains, which in places, form short, irregular, blunt 

stringers about 0.05 inches wide by l inch long. In thin 

section the rock is seen to be composed of about 40 percent 

each of microcline and quartz with about 15 to 25 percent of 

sericitized plagioclase. Some microcline grains are perthitic. 

The quartz grains are anhedral with sutured edges and patchy 

extinction.
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The mafic pink granite occurs in the tonalite where the 

amount of mafics is relatively high. This rock consists of 

quartz, microcline, oligoclase, and mafic minerals, generally 

hornblende or biotite. It differs from the alaskite in its 

darker appearance and in the higher percentage of white 

plagioclase as well as its content of mafic minerals.

This mafic pink granite grades into disseminated type 

of pink granite which can be described as tonalite with 

clusters and scattered grains of pink microcline. A textural 

feature peculiar to some of the coarse-grained disseminated 

pink granite and some of the mafic pink granite is the 

presence of white plagioclase grains that are partially 

enclosed by a thin margin of microcline*

The veins and patches of pink granite do not look like 

injections of magma mainly because of their gradational 

boundaries and lack of dilation. Rather they resemble a 

patchy replacement by microcline 0 It is very probable that 

the pink granites are metasomatic outliers to the Cartier 

granite which represents a large nearby source of potassium. 

However, the amount of pink granite does not noticeably 

increase near the contact with the Cartier granite and none 

of the red granite bodies along the mixed contact zone 

resemble the pink granite. Thus there is no demonstratable 

relationship between the pink granite and the Cartier granite.
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CARTIER GRANITE

Collins(1936, p. 34) and Cooke (1941 arid 1946, p.52} have 

given the name Birch Lake granite to the granite that lies north 

of the Levack complex, and Colline (1936, p.34) emphasized that 

the Birch Lake granite was post-Huronian. If one follows the 

road or railway from Levack to Geneva Lake, and examines the 

outcrops along the way, it is apparent that the granite in the 

Levack area, which Collins and Cooke have called Birch Lake, 

is the same granite that at Geneva Lake unconformably underlies 

Huronian rocks. Since the granite in Levack township is part 

of the same batholith that at Geneva Lake is obviously pre- 

Huronian, it was thought advisable to give it a new name. It 

will be called the Cartier granite because abundant accessible 

outcrops of it occur in Cartier township.

The Cartier granite is a dull pink coarse-grained biotite 

granite principally composed of quartz, microcline and plagioclase. 

Many parts are porphyritic with l inch phenocrysts of pink 

feldspar which may, in places, be so oriented as to give the 

rock a faint foliation. Thin sections show that quslrtz and 

microcline each compose about 40 percent of the rock. Albite 

comprises about 15 percent, and biotite 5 to 10 percent. 

Apatite, zircon, sphene, chlorite, magnetite, and epidote are 

present in very small amounts. Much of the microcline is 

poikilitic with anhedral inclusions of plagioclase. The
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plagioclase has a composition of about An, Q and all of it is 

altered to saussurite, to some degree, but in many grains 

twin lamellae may still be seen.

Relations between Cartier Granite and Levack Complex

The contact between the Cartier granite and the Levack 

complex is gradational across distances of a few hundred feet. 

To some extent the position of the contact depends on the 

criteria used to define the Cartier granite. The most 

satisfactory criterion seems to be the presence of abundant 

pink microcline. It is the one mineral that occurs abundantly 

in the Cartier granite and is very scarce in the Levack complex. 

The amount of mafic mineral is much less in the granite than 

in t he biotite gneiss where these rocks are in contact.

In Levack township, the Cartier granite is everywhere 

in contact with the biotite gneiss. West of the Onaping River, 

the contact zone is from 300 to 700 feet wide. Gradation 

from biotite gneiss to Cartier granite occurs in two ways;- 

first by the development of lit-par-lit injection or replace 

ment bands of Cartier-type granite, and second by the develop 

ment of great numbers of large pink feldspar porphyroblasts. 

As the Cartier granite is approached pink porphyroblasts first 

appear in the felsic zones of the biotite gneiss. Closer to 

the granite they become more and more abundant and invade the 

biotite-rich portions of the gneiss. Most of the porphyroblasts
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are about half-an-inch across and may compose 30 percent of 

the rock without the appearance of veins of Cartier granite 

nearby. The lit-par-lit veining occurs closer to the Cartier 

granite and affects a smaller percentage of the rock. Towards 

the Cartier granite the veins of granite become thicker and 

more profuse, and cross-cutting veins become more common so 

that the biotite gneiss forms blocks in a matrix of Cartier 

granite. Within the Cartier granite, blocky xenoliths of 

biotite gneiss are common, and with increasing distance north 

ward they become more diffuse until their presence is only 

revealed by swirls of biotite in the granite.

Around Seal Lake, glacial deposits largely obscure the 

contact zone. The Fecunis fault valley has good exposures 

of biotite gneiss with prominent pink porphyroblasts. Much 

of the rock consists of 30 to 50 percent of pink microcline 

porphyroblasts up to an inch in length, in a matrix of biotite 

with minor amounts of quartz and white plagioclase. Some of 

the porphyroblasts are made up of a pink microcline interior 

with a thin mantle of white plagioclase. The mantles of 

plagioclase appear discontinuous in most specimens, and are 

about 0.05 inches thick regardless of the size of the 

porphyroblast. This rapakivi type of structure was only seen 

on grains 0.5 inches or larger.

In summary, the contact between the Cartier granite and 

the Levack complex is gradational over distances of a few
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hundreds of feet. The development of pink feldspar porphyro- 

blasts in the manner of dents de cheval is the most prominent 

feature, accompanied in places by minor granite intrusions. 

The coarseness of the pink microcline porphyroblasts and the 

abundance of biotite in t he rock along the contact make it 

unlike the pink granite that occurs as patches and streaks in 

the tonalite o

OLDER DIABASE DIKES

Within the Levack complex and the Cartier granite are 

numerous diabase dikes which are older than the Sudbury 

irruptive, and which are cut by the Levack breccia. In some 

places they may compose up to 15 percent of the rock and in 

other places they are rather scarce. Two varieties of diabase 

are present, one porphyritic and the other equigranular. 

Because of their small size and limited extent, it did not 

prove feasible to record these dikes on Map No.P.91. Their 

similar appearance to some of the mafic gneiss, makes an 

added problem when mapping them.

Cooke (1946 pp. 56 to 59) has divided pre-irruptive 

diabases into two types; the non-porphyritic Nipissing diabase 

and the porphyritic olivine diabase. This division does not 

seem practical in Levack township, because some porphyritic 

dikes grade along strike into a non-porphyritic type which is 

indistinguishable in the field from other dikes which are



uniformly non-porphyritic. Thin sections of the porphyritic 

diabase from Levack township show that it is a quartz diabase 

like the Nipissing diabase. For this reason the diabase dikes 

of the Levack area have been divided only into an older group 

and a younger group. In the younger group are the olivine 

diabase dikes that were intruded after the Sudbury irruptive, 

and the older diabases are the pre-irruptive porphyritic and 

equigranular quartz diabases.

The older diabase is a black, medium-grained rock which 

weathers to dark brown and occurs in dikes up to 50 feet wide. 

Some of the diabase contains "phenocrystsw that range in size 

from about 3 inches down to small white flecks scarcely 

larger than the grains of the matrix. Many of the phenocrysts 

are rectangular in section, but most of the larger ones are 

irregular. The phenocrysts tend to weather dead white, which 

makes some of the porphyritic dikes very conspicuous 0 All 

dikes have sharp contacts with the country rock and many show 

chilled margins o They are irregular in strike and may 

bifurcate, change their width, or terminate abruptly. These 

characteristics are well displayed by the dikes north of the 

Levack mine.

In thin section, the porphyritic and non-porphyritic 

diabases look the same except for the "phenocrysts". The 

"phenocrysts" are not true phenocrysts, but are fine aggregates 

of highly saussuritized plagioclase. Nearly all the dikes have
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been altered, so that the pyroxene has generally been changed 

to poikilitic common hornblende. The feldspars have a cloudy 

alteration yet the original diabasic texture remains. In 

some cases, the pyroxene has been only partially altered and 

both augite and pigeonite can be seen. Their interstitial 

relations with plagioclase laths indicate a sub-ophitic 

texture. Quartz is also interstitial to plagioclase and 

hornblende, and some has originated from amphibolization of 

the pyroxene. Epidote, chlorite, magnetite, and apatite are 

all present in small amounts.

The origin of the "phenocrysts" is uncertain, but the 

rectangular outlines of many of them suggest that the fine 

grained altered plagioclase of whioh they are now formed, 

may be the alteration products of true plagioclase phenocrysts

Quartz Veins

Quartz veins occur throughout the area. Most of them 

are only a few inches wide, and the largest seen has a width 

of about 2 feet. These veins are all composed of milky quartz 

and cut across all structures. One was seen to c ut an older 

diabase dike, and one was seen cut by Levack breccia. However 

no large quartz fragments were seen in the breccia.
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The Levack breccia is an intrusive breccia that is 

composed of rounded fragments in a black aphanitic matrix. 

It forms irregular dilation dikes and veinlets in the rocks 

north of the irruptive. In appearance and in manner of 

occurrence, it is similar to the Sudbury breccia that occurs 

on the south side of the basin, and it is probably of the 

same age and origin. It has been given a different name on 

the north rim of the Sudbury basin because it has not been 

traced around the irruptive, and because the matrix is 

uniformly blacker and has not been recrystallized as has 

the Sudbury breccia. The breccia occurs in irregularly 

shaped bodies of all sizes. In many places, 0.3 inch 

veinlets of black Levack breccia matrix can be seen c utting 

across outcrops of granite or diabase.

The Levack breccia is composed of fragments, mainly of 

granite, diabase, and gneiss, in a black aphanitic matrix. 

The matrix is composed of cominuted wall rock with some 

added sulphides and alkalies. In the field, the matrix forms 

a hard almost chert-like rock with a conchoidal fracture. 

Small pink feldspar grains are common as fragments, and some 

of the Levack breccia matrix is well spotted with these. 

The breccia matrix exhibits foliation in only a few places 

where differential weathering has emphasized a slight
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schistose foliation which curves around fragments* However 

this is exceptional. Well rounded fragments generally 

constitute over 60 percent of the rock except in the small 

veinlets. There is no suggestion of reaction between matrix 

and fragments nor the slightest gradation between the matrix 

and the country rock or fragments. In a few places epidote 

veinlets cut across both fragment and matrix. The fragments 

average 2 to IB inches in size and some are 10 feet or more 

across,, All the fragments represent rock types that occur 

in the granitic area: tonalite fragments are the most common, 

and diabase fragments are abundant near diabase dikes. 

Where Levack breccia occurs in the areas of mafic gneiss or 

biotite gneiss, fragments of these gneisses are common 

constituents. Although it is usual to find a few fragments 

that differ from the wallrock, most of the fragments appear 

to be locally derived and have not moved far.

It has been suggested that the breccia dikes were the 

feeders for the Onaping tuffs. The Levack breccia contains 

about 60 percent fragments of the Levack complex, yet the 

nearest Onaping tuffs contain less than one percent of such 

fragments. Local derivation of the fragments is an outstand 

ing feature of the Levack breccia, and Phemister (1956) has 

emphasized the same feature in the Sudbury breccia around 

Sudbury. Had the breccia been formed by the injection of
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volcanic material only a few of the fragments present would be 

of local origin. However nothing was seen to rule out the 

possibility that isolated conduits for some of the tuffs may 

have formed within pre-existing breccia dikes at a few places.

Speers (1957, p.497) proposed that the common Sudbury 

type breccia is directly related to the formation of the 

Sudbury basin. According to him "In post-Huronian time the 

central core of a large dome structure is believed to have 

been thrust upward and explosive volcanoes developed at its 

apex. The volcanic centre then collapsed, to form the great 

cauldera now known as the Sudbury basin. The stretching of 

the crust resulted in the formation of multitudes of tension 

fissures; earth movements related to the upthrust, explosive 

volcanism, and collapse of the structure caused crush breccias 

to form in the tension fractures". Features observed in the 

Levack breccia tend to support this type of origin. The 

fragments are numerous and most of them are well rounded. 

All contacts between matrix and fragment, and matrix and 

wall rock, indicate that fragments have not been transported 

far.

In Levack township the Levack breccia is youngest of the 

rocks north of the irruptive. Mitchel and Mutch (1956, p.39) 

report that the breccia has been metamorphosed by the norite. 

The matrix has been recrystallized and biotite formed.
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The relative ages of the breccia and Onaping tuffs is unknown 

because they have not been seen in contact.

Epidote Veinlets

Epidote veinlets are present in many places. Most of 

them are less than an inch in width. They are composed of 

fine-grained, pale green epidote, except for a few which 

have coarser-grained radiating clusters of epidote grains in 

their centres. Most of the veinlets have sharp walls but 

gradational contacts are not rare. Few of these stringers 

have lengths in excess of a hundred times their width although 

zones of veinlets may persist for 15 feet or more. Some 

veinlets have been seen cutting Levack breccia so that at 

least some of the epidote is much later than the granite.

ONAPING TUFF

In the map area, the Whitewater series, which occupies 

the centre of the Sudbury basin, is represented by the basal 

portion of the Onaping tuffs. The Onaping tuff-breccias lie 

directly on the granophyre of the irruptive, and are metamor 

phosed by it. This relationship holds all around the basin.

In Levack and Dowling townships, the contact between the 

Onaping formation and the irruptive, strikes fairly uniformly 

at about N.600E. This contact served as the southern boundary 

of the map-area, and investigations were carried southward into
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the tuff, only far enough to enable the south edge of the 

irruptive to be delineated. Metamorphism has made the contact 

gradational, but in most places it can be located within a 

few tens of feet with relative ease.

Away from the irruptive the Onaping tuff occurs in dark 

grey to black outcrops. On a fresh surface it can be seen 

that the rock consists of up to 60 percent angular, medium 

greenish grey, fragments of devitrified glass embedded in a 

black aphanitic matrix. Fragments of other rocks, principally 

rhyolite, may be present. Proceeding towards the irruptive 

the fragments become coarser. Within 300 to 600 feet of the 

granophyre the outcrop's colour changes from black to medium 

grey. The contact with the granophyre is marked by a fairly 

abrupt change to pinkish grey.

Within 300 feet of the irruptive the tuff is medium grey 

in hand specimen. The grey matrix contains a few small dark 

fragments, but most of the small fragments (less than 4 mm.) 

resemble anhedral white feldspar grains with vague boundaries. 

Most of the larger fragments resemble grey granite made of 

anhedral white feldspar and colourless quartz. In thin section 

these grains of feldspar and quartz are seen to consist of 

very fine-grained aggregates of plagioclase and quartz 

respectively. The matrix consists of a fine-grained assemblage 

of plagioclase and quartz with minor amounts of chlorite and 

epidote.
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SUDBURY NICKEL IRRUPTIVE

The Sudbury nickel irruptive occurs in Levack township as 

a layer of rock which has an outcrop width of about 2 miles, a 

strike of N.60OE., and southeasterly dip of about 35 degrees.

During the past 30 years no detailed petrographic descrip 

tion of the Sudbury irruptive has been published, and most of 

the earlier works refer to Coleman 1 s (1905) and Walker 1 s (1#97) 

studies. The geological literature concerning the Sudbury 

region deals chiefly with the south range, (south side of the 

basin) mainly because that is where the principal mines of the 

region are located and access is easier. The north range differs 

from the south in several ways. It is much more regular than 

the south range with respect to width of outcrop and dip, both 

of the irruptive as a whole arid its component members. The 

irruptive of the north range is thinner, the proportion of 

acid to basic rock within it is much higher, and it is not 

foliated as is the south range.

All investigations of the nature of the irruptive except 

those of Phemister (1925 and 1932), concentrated on the chemical 

aspect of the problem. Much dispute has centered around the 

nature of the contact between the norite and the granophyre. 

Collins (1934), Coleman (1929 and 1905), and Walker (1697) 

insisted that the contact was gradational and indicated 

differentiation. On the other hand, Harker (1916, p.555), 

Knight (1923) and Phemister (1925 and 1937,p.42) insisted that
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the contact was abrupt, and indicated separate injections of 

the granophyre and. norite.

In general three lines of evidence may be considered in 

investigating differentiated sheets; chemical change, mineralo 

gical change, and textural features. As Collins and Coleman 

did not come to any undisputable conclusions using chemical 

analyses, that line of investigation was pursued further. The 

massive, structureless character of the irruptive precluded 

obtaining the type of textural evidence of differentiation 

which is so convincing in the case of the Skaergaard and 

Stillwater intrusions. Mineralogical changes within the 

irruptive have been investigated by Phemister (1925 and 1937), 

but he concentrated on the relations between the norite and 

granophyre.

It was felt, that if differentiation had occurred in the 

Sudbury irruptive, there should be significant changes in the 

mineralogy and petrography from the bottom to top of the 

irruptive. Through the courtesy of Falconbridge Nickel Mines, 

the author was given access to the drill core from a vertical 

diamond drill hole which had been collared in the granophyre, 

north of the north arm of Moose Lake, and which had gone through 

the irruptive into the footwall contact. The subdivisions of 

the irruptive established in the field were confirmed by the 

results of the microscopic study. Extensive alteration, 

especially of the pyroxenes to uralite, and the plagioclase to
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saussurite, was a handicap throughout, and prevented 

satisfactory determinations of changes in compositions of the 

various minerals.

The irruptive has been subdivided into 10 units in this 

report. In the table below they are compared with the sub 

divisions of Collins

Collins (1935 and 1947) This report

Micropegmatite = Granophyre

Transition Zone = Upper Light Transition Zone

? Upper Dark Transition Zone
i
t Lower Light Transition Zone

Norite

Lower Dark Transition Zone

Quartz Gabbro Grey
Korite 

Quartz Norite

Biotite Norite 

Black Norite

The application of the term norite to the lower gabbroic 

part of the nickel irruptive was first suggested by Von Foullon 

(1892) and Walker (1#97) and later employed by Coleman (1905). 

Since then some question has been raised as to the validity of 

the term, but as far as the Levack area is concerned, the basal phase 

of the irruptive is a quartz gabbro with hypersthene the chief 

pyroxene and the term norite is thus justified,

The term "transition zone" is used in this report to include



all four transition zone units. This transition zone has 

been expanded over Collins' transition zone on the basis that 

the transition zone should include all rocks lying between 

granophyre and typical grey norite which is unlike either of 

them. The grey norite which is a field term has been sub 

divided into the quartz gabbro and quartz norite on the basis 

of microscopic evidence. The black norite corresponds to 

the quartz diorite type norite of Mitchell and Mutch (1956). 

Their term has not been used because the black norite has 

an entirely different modal composition to the quartz diorite 

of the offsets as given by Collins (1935).

The acid phase of the irruptive was called micropegmatite 

by Coleman (1905,p.3) because of the presence of many grains 

of micrographically intergrown quartz and feldspar. However, 

in discussing this rock, it is found convenient to have one 

term with which to describe the grains of graphic granite, 

and another to describe the rock. Therefore the rock is 

called granophyre, and the grains of graphically intergrown 

quartz and feldspar are called micropegmatite. This is done 

because it agrees more closely with contemporary usage than it 

would if the terms were reversed to preserve the traditional 

Sudbury use of micropegmatite.

Figure (see p.40) shows the subdivisions of the irruptive 

as they occurred in the Falconbridge Nickel Mines drill hole. 

All the contacts are gradational over distances which range
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from 15 to 75 feet, and thus the determination of any one 

contact may vary within 10 feet or so, depending on the 

individual.

The age of the irruptive has not been a great problem 

on the north range. It is the last major igneous event, 

although there are later small dikes. At the upper contact 

of the irruptive, the metamorphism and assimilation of the 

Onaping tuffs by the granophyre is evidence of the younger 

age of the latter. Near the contact with the tuffs the 

granophyre contains inclusions, similar to the fragments 

within the tuff, and the tuffs near the granophyre are 

altered and recrystallized. The relationship of the norite 

to the footwall rocks is not displayed on surface, and one 

must rely on the accounts published of the excellent exposures 

found in the mines. Where exposed by mining in the Levack 

area, the footwall contact is commonly a faulted one, and 

thus no small scale cross cutting relations are seen. 

Because the rocks of the Levack complex are generally composed 

of high grade metamorphic minerals no metamorphic effects 

are observed at t he footwall contact.
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In a few places where the norite was in contact with Levack 

breccia, Mitchell and Mutch (1955) report that the breccia was 

metamorphosed. Where older diabase dikes come in contact with 

the base of the norite, they appear to have been terminated 

by the contact. Fragments of the footwall rocks are common 

in many parts of the norite near the footwall contact, and 

indicate a younger age for the norite.

Norite

In the Levack area the black norite, biotite norite and 

grey norite are varieties of the norite that can be recognized 

in the field. The black norite and biotite norite are important 

in the geology of the ore deposits, but as surface exposures 

of them are almost non-existent, they were included with the 

grey norite in surface mapping.

The north edge of the irruptive occurs in an alluvial 

filled valley, thus the contact of the norite and the footwall 

rocks is not exposed on surface. Between Windy Lake and Fecunis 

Lake this valley is 1,000 to 2,500 feet wide and the lower part 

of the norite is not exposed. East of Fecunis Lake the valley 

is narrower, and in it are numerous outcrops of norite, so 

that it is possible to see grey norite within a few hundred 

feet of the footwall contact.

The lower third of the norite is much more susceptible to
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weathering than the nearby rocks. Spheroidal weathering of 

this part of the irruptive, here and elsewhere, has been 

described by Coleman (1905,p.65). A rock cut east of the 

railway crossover at the Onaping River, near Levack town 

shows rounded blocks of grey norite from 4 to 20 feet in 

size that are separated by 2 to 6 inches of friable, rusty, 

coarse-grained material made up of residual grains of norite 

which grade downward from pea size,

Black Norite

As the black norite was not seen on surface, the follow  

ing description is based on the samples seen in the Falconbridge 

drill core o In hand specimen, the black colour, fine grain 

(0.5 mm,) and presence of white inclusions are characteristic. 

The grains in most of the rock are too fine to be seen clearly 

but where they are slightly coarser, the feldspar looks clear 

and glassy and resembles quartz 0 Boundaries between the 

inclusions and black norite matrix are gradational over a 

distance of 0.1 inches c Small specks of sulphides are common 

and increase in size with depth e

In thin section the black norite is variable. The lower 

third of the black norite in the Falconbridge core consists 

of about 75 percent poikilitic grains of augite and hypersthene 0 

Plagioclase of the composition of labradorite forms most of 

the remainder o Fine grains of magnetite are common in the
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pyroxene. The middle third of the black norite is rich in 

inclusions which are now anorthositic, and thin sections are 

characterized by a great variation in texture. Some 

inclusions have a medium-grained, inequigranular granitic 

texture, whereas others are fine-grained, equigranular, and 

lack grains with sutured borders, with a few inclusions 

being distinctly mosaic. The matrix varies in texture: in 

some places it is coarse-grained with large poikilitic 

sutured pyroxene grains r in other places it is fine grained 

with small euhedral and subhedral pyroxene grains. The 

upper third of the black norite is mainly composed of small 

grains of hypersthene with angular grains of andesine, and 

the ratio of the two varies widely from place to place even 

within one thin section.

Biotite Norite

Biotite norite occurs in only a couple of places east 

of Fecunis Lake. The best exposure of biotite norite is at 

the east end of the lake between Fecunis Lake and Strathcona* 

The rock has a dull, brownish grey, rough weathered surface 

pitted with dark rusty spots. These rusty spots represent 

weathered sulphides and they become more numerous towards the 

footwall contact*

The fresh rock is medium-grained and very dark grey, with
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characteristic scattered biotite flakes showing conspicuous 

shiny black cleavage faces 0.1 to 0.2 inches across. The 

texture looks granitic, and the rock is massive. It consists 

of about 50 perceht dull b lack pyroxene, 40 percent dark 

feldspar and 5 to 10 percent biotite. Sulphides, especially 

pyrrhotite and a small amount of chalcopyrite, are conspicuous 

in Oo05 to .1 inch grains, although at this locality they 

compose less than 5 percent of the rock. The feldspar is 

darker grey than that in the grey norite, and lath-shaped 

grains are inconspicuous.

In thin section the biotite norite consists of about 60 

percent of elongate rods of hypersthene occurring poikilitically 

in large (up to 2 mm.) subhedral grains of plagioclase that 

are continuously zoned from An,-c in the centres to about An2Q 

at the margins. About 10 percent interstitial quartz is 

present and a little orthoclase is commonly associated with 

it. Biotite although conspicuous in hand specimen composes 

only about 5 percent of the rock. Alteration is restricted 

to slight marginal uralitization of the hypersthene and a 

little saussuritization of the plagioclase o

Grey Norite

Exposures of grey norite are most extensive on the tops 

of the hills south of the valley marking the northern extent 

of the irruptive. In these exposures, weathering produces a
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dark slightly brownish grey alteration that masks any rock 

variations, although it affects only the upper 0.05 to 0.1

inches of the rock. The feldspars on the weathered crust 

have become white and opaque. In most places the pyroxene 

is only slightly altered, the surface of the grains being 

dull and very dark green in colour, and the interior being 

shiny and almost black. Rusty discolouration is conspicuous 

in patches in adjacent feldspar grains.

The colour of the fresh grey norite in hand specimen 

may be any of a number of shades of medium grey to dark 

grey. The change of colour is dependent on a number of 

factors: colour of the feldspar, ratio of the feldspar to 

mafics, and coarseness of grain. Generally these factors 

operate in combination so that any one factor varies only 

slightly. The grain size generally is between 0.1 and 0.2 

inches, and the feldspar grains are slightly coarser than 

the mafics.

The grey norite is composed mainly of grey feldspar 

and black pyroxene. Biotite, yellow sulphides, magnetite, 

and quartz, can be seen with the hand lens. The ratio of 

felsics to mafics, judged from hand specimens is on the 

order of l to l, but in places the feldspar may compose up 

to 70 percent of the rock. Differences are evident when 

comparing hand specimens, but are too gradational and subtle
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to be usable in general mapping.

In hand specimen most of the plagioclase is translucent 

slightly bluish, medium to pale grey. This changes to a 

more opaque yellowish or creamy grey in places, and is more 

noticeable where the ratio of mafics to felsics is lower. 

Reflections from cleavage surfaces show that lath-shaped 

grains are common, and they appear to be embedded in a matrix 

of pyroxene and feldspar and indicate diabasic texture. In 

places, especially near the transition zone, the plagioclase 

has a greenish tint, which is the result of extensive 

saussuritic alteration.

The mafic grains that are about 0.1 inches in diameter 

and black in colour can be seen in the hand specimen. 

Amphibole and pyroxene cannot usually be distinguished in 

hand specimen, except near the transition zone where some of 

the amphibole forms greenish acicular grains.

Thin section study enables the grey norite to be 

subdivided into a quartz norite and a quartz gabbro. In the 

lower 1,30^ feet of the grey norite hypersthene is the 

dominant pyroxene whereas augite is dominant in the upper 365 

feet. This last statement is partially an assumption because 

alteration of the pyroxene to uralite is extensive near the 

top of the grey norite. However hypersthene appears to alter 

to fibrous masses of actinolite whereas augite alters to single
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compact grains. On the basis of the absence of hypersthene 

or fibrous uralite in the upper 365 feet of the grey norite, 

it may be assumed that original hypersthene was lacking*

The quartz norite of the grey norite is made up of a 

meshwork of zoned plagioclase laths which are cut by elongate 

hypersthene grains 0 The interstices of the mesh work are 

filled mainly with quartz, and biotite and augite occur as 

scattered interstial grains c Alteration is moderate, with 

a small amount of saussurite present in the plagioclase, 

and a considerable development of uralite in t he hypersthene. 

Magnetite, pyrite, chlorite, apatite, orthoclase, and zircon 

are present in minor amounts 0

Quartz gabbro composes the upper 375 feet of the grey 

norite which differs from the lower main part in t he virtual 

absence of hypersthene and pseudomorphs of hypersthene. 

Hence the rock is quartz gabbro rather than a quartz norite 0 

The appearance of the rock in thin section is very similar 

to the rest of the norite 0 Plagioclase comprises about 60 

percent of the rock and forms a network of euhedral grains 

with interstitial quartz* Augite comprises about 30 percent 

of the rock and forms euhedral grains which cut across the 

plagioclase grains 0 Some anhedral grains, that have typical 

diabasic textural relationships, are present in the lower 

100 feet of the quartz gabbro 0



Transition Zones

In this report, the present writer decided that any rock 

which occurred between typical grey norite and typical pink 

granophyre, and which was unlike either of them in appearance 

would be placed in the transition zone. This has had the 

effect of enlarging the transition zone considerably over 

that shown by Collins and Cooke (1947).

Field Appearance

In mapping the transition zone, two mappable rock types 

were discovered, and were called dark transition zone and 

light transition zone. The dark shows more affinities with 

the norite whereas the light resembles a rock intermediate 

between norite and granophyre. A zone of dark transition 

rock everywhere lies next to the norite. Likewise a zone of 

light transition rock everywhere lies next the granophyre. 

In places these zones are only a few tens of feet thick and 

do not show upon Map No.P.91, but in other places they may be 

a few hundred feet across. Where the change from norite to 

granophyre proceeds through first dark transition and then 

through light transition one can say that the norite changes 

gradually to granophyre. Although this may be the situation 

south of Longvack, along the rest of the irruptive in Levack 

and Dowling townships, as one proceeds from norite to grano 

phyre, he passes across a thin band of dark transition zone
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(generally too thin to show on the map), then through a 

few hundred feet of light transition zone, through another 

few hundred feet of dark transition zone, and finally through 

another band of light transition zone into granophyre 0 

Between the Onaping River and Strathcona this situation 

prevails. West of the Onaping River the same situation 

prevails, although in places (such as along the Canadian 

Pacific railway , the northern band of light transition rock 

is too thin to be shown on the map*

The dark transition rock is dark grey, medium-grained and 

massive in part. In some areas, as for example at the Fecunis 

mine, the rock exhibits a vague foliation of elongate grains 

parallel to the footwall contact of the irruptive. The dark 

transition is the only part of the north range irruptive to

have anything but a massive texture. Hornblende and plagio-
/the 

clase are the chief components of dark transition zone, and

are present in about equal quantities,, The hornblende occurs 

as dark green to black elongate grains, which tend to occur 

in clusters rather than evenly mixed with feldspar* The 

plagioclase occurs in elongate grains many of which are 

isolated by hornblende. In most of the rock the plagioclase 

is pale green which is indicative of the extensive saussuritic 

alteration. Traces of pink micropegmatite are common, and 

epidote is conspicuous in some localities. Magnetite is
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relatively abundant, although only seen with difficulty in 

hand specimens. The weathered surface is medium grey and 

individual mineral grains are indistinguishable, so that 

from a short distance the outcrop looks like grey norite.

The light transition rock is medium grey, medium to 

coarse grained, and massive. It is composed of about 30 percent 

each of hornblende, plagioclase and micropegmatite, although 

the ratio of the last two varies from place to place. The 

hornblende is greenish black, and forms more or less equant 

grains accompanied by a few acicular ones. Plagioclase also 

forms equant grains along with some stubby laths and its colour 

varies from pale yellowish to more commonly, very pale green. 

Micropegmatite forms pink, irregular grains with ill-defined 

boundaries. Quartz is visible in a few specimens, and epidote 

is common in places particularly near the fault. The weathered 

surface is medium grey, possibly paler than the dark transition 

but the rocks are best distinguished in fresh specimens 0

It is difficult in many cases, to tell the various types 

apart as there are many intermediate varieties e The following 

comparisons may serve to emphasize characteristic criteria 0

The dark transition zone differs from norite in the 

following respects. The rocks are coarser-grained than the 

norite. Most of the grains are elongate, the lath-like feldspar 

grains appear isolated in elongate amphibole grains. The amount
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of mafic mineral is greater in the dark transition, and the 

rock is dark green rather than grey. Commonly feldspars are 

pale green, apparently the result of saussuritic alteration. 

A trace of pink micropegmatite may be visible 0 Magnetite is 

abundant, and some specimens have 10 to 15 percent, although 

this is visible only on polished surfaces. Because of it, 

magnetometer surveys can readily detect the transition zone 0

The light transition zone rock is distinguished from the 

norite by the presence of pink micropegmatite and the greenish 

colour which results from the dark green amphibole and pale 

green plagioclase. Commonly greensih grey plagioclase is 

more abundant than pink micropegmatite but in some places 

they may be equal in amount, and close to the granophyre, 

pink micropegmatite is dominant 0 The light transition zone 

contains less mafic mineral (chiefly amphibole) than the norite 

The acicular amphibole grains appear more or less suspended in 

a mixture of equant grains of pink micropegmatite and white 

feldspar and the rock is generally coarser grained than the 

grey norite 0

Transition zone rocks are readily distinguished from 

granophyre,, The granophyre is dominantly a pink rock, whereas 

the rocks of the transition zone are greenish grey. The latter 

rocks also have 20 to 40 percent mafics as compared to the 10 

or 15 percent present in the granophyre. White feldspar is
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dominant in nearly all the transition zone, in contrast to the 

prevailing pink micropegmatite in granophyre o

The dark transition zone differs from the light, in that 

it has very little if any visible pink micropegmatite. As 

well, the dark transition zone rock appears to contain about 

40 percent or more amphibole (as compared to 20 to 30 percent 

in the light transition zone), much of the dark has a crude 

foliation. The white feldspar grains appear lath-like, and 

many appear mor-or-less isolated in amphibole grains, whereas 

in the light transition zone, the acicular amphibole grains 

appear to suspended in a matrix of feldspar*
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Granophyre 

Field Appearance

A large area of the granophyre east of the Fecunis lake 

fault is accessible from Moose Lake. In this area large hills 

of bare rock are separated by bush-filled valleys. West of 

Moose Lake the forest cover is more widespread and the largest 

areas of outcrop are confined to the crests of the hills.

In hand specimen, the colours of the fresh surface of the 

granophyre are various shades of pink, due to pink grains of 

micropegmatite. The micropegmatite has the appearance of a 

pink feldspar with very poor cleavage. On a few of the larger 

grains, the micrographic intergrowth is sufficiently coarse to 

be visible with the hand lens. Although there is no apparent 

variation in the character of the intergrowth or in the 

composition of the micropegmatite, the colour may be one of 

a number of shades of pink. Near the transition zone the 

micropegmatite is very pink, and towards the overlying tuffs 

it becomes greyish pink and this change is reflected in the 

colour of the rock as a whole 0

White plagioclase grains make up a quarter to a third of 

the rock. These grains, a few of which appear euhedral, are 

generally isolated in a r sea f of micropegmatite. A few grains 

of anhedral quartz are generally present. The principal mafic 

mineral appears to be amphibole but many grains are formed of
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chlorite apparently pseudomorphous after amphibole. Epidote 

is present in some joints and some can be seen in the rock 

adjacent to such joints. Traces of ilmenite and rutile are 

present.

The textural appearance varies widely. In hand specimen 

the rock is equigranular, but grain sizes may vary from about 

0.05 to 0.3 inches in samples collected within a few feet. 

Variation in the habit of the amphibole from stubby grains to 

extremely elongate ones can change the whole appearance of 

the rock. Where the grains are elongate, no preferred 

orientation is evident. Attempts to map these variations on 

a scale of 10 feet to the inch were unsuccessful because the 

occurrence of extreme variations within a few feet necessitated 

more frequent sampling than could be done. Such mapping as 

was done indicated an irregular distribution of the textural 

variations, with no tendency towards parallelism with the 

borders of the irruptive.

Compositional variations are in general less extreme over 

short distances. Darkening of the rock colour is in general 

a result of darkening of micropegmatite rather than increase 

in mafics. At a few places near the Onaping tuffs, as for 

example near the transformer station on the south shore of 

Moose Lake, the granophyre is much darker than elsewhere, and 

is richer in mafic minerals.
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The overall pink colour of the rock is its most character 

istic feature. In passing from transition zone to granophyre 

the boundary is placed where pink micropegmatite is more 

abundant than white feldspar. Leucocratic portions of the 

transition zones may have no more mafic mineral than the 

granophyre o On the south side of the irruptive against the 

Onaping tuff, the appearance of pink micropegmatite is the 

best indicator of granophyre. In going from tuff to granophyre 

the first appearance,of a recognizable crystalline granular 

matrix of fairly uniform appearance also coincides fairly well 

with the appearance of micropegmatite-

The weathered granophyre has a dull brick red colour when 

seen from a distance. In a few areas such as around Morgan 

Lake, the pink colours are reminiscent of granite. In detail, 

the weathered surface may be almost any shade from dull pink 

through medium to pale brownish red. Weathering, although 

restricted to the upper one-half inch or less of the rock, to 

a large extent obscures the texture of the rock,

Both micropegmatite and white feldspar grains weather to 

a dull whitish pink to pale brownish colour, and when broken 

look dull and opaque 0 Alteration of the amphibole gives to 

the surface of the grains a dull greensih brown colour whereas 

the interior of the grains remains shiny greenish black,, 

A zone about 600 feet wide, just south of the transition zone,
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weathers more easily than the rest of the granophyre. Although 

not -marked by any topographic depression, the rock has been 

altered to depths of 6 inches to 3 feet or more on exposed 

outcrops. Here the micropegmatite and white feldspar are 

dull, slightly pinkish brown and the mafic minerals are a 

rich dark brown even in grain centres.

At the Fecunis Lake mine the contact between the 

transition zone and the granophyre is about 300 feet south 

of the mill building. Here an excellent exposure of the 

northernmost edge of the granophyre occurs in the large rock 

cut at the railway siding. From a distance the rock at the 

northern end of the cut is a very dark reddish colour (it is 

almost in transition zone) and at the south end of the cut 

the rock is a fairly bright pink granophyre, and in between 

the colour changes gradually from one end to the other. In 

comparing hand specimens the only difference noted is an 

increased amount of micropegmatite. Weathered surfaces 

adjacent to these rock cuts are dark red. About 200 feet 

east of the railway cut the main water pipeline to the mine 

goes through a small cut and here is found some of the brightest 

pink granophyre in the area 0

Aplite Dikes

Late igneous activity produced a series of aplite dikes 

in the norite. The dikes range in width from several inches



to a few feet. Most dikes are pink and very fine-grained, 

hence the name, but in places they have coarse-grained

pegmatitic patches. Epidote is a characteristic accompani 

ment o It is the chief mafic mineral of the aplite, and 

commonly the norite on either side of the dike is pervaded 

by epidote o Epidote also occurs in independent veins. 

Aplite veins were not seen in the granophyre, but could 

easily remain undetected because of their similar appearance D 

Aplite dikes are most abundant in the transition zones.

In thin section, quartz and pink microcline are the 

chief components o Some albite is present and epidote is 

the chief mafic mineral. Corroded zoned laths of plagioclase 

have also been observed and may represent xenocrysts. 

Sutured boundaries are common between grains.

Contact Breccia

The contact breccia as used in the Levack area is a 

general term that includes a group of brecciated rocks of 

various types. The breccias vary from an igneous breccia to 

a mylonitic breccia 0 They are restricted in occurrence to the 

rocks adjacent to the footwall cqntact of the norite, hence 

their name. Since these breccias have important relationships 

to the occurrence of ore, they have been extensively studied 

in the mines (Mitchell and Mutch, 1955), but as their major 

surface occurrence is restricted to one outcrop in Levack
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township, they have not been studied in detail in this report.

The hillside northwest of Strathcona is partially composed 

of contact breccia, which, in the weathered outcrop, is 

indistinguishable from the surrounding tonalite. The breccia 

here is composed of crushed tonalite and is considered a 

mylonitic breccia* The tonalite fragments range from l inch 

downward in size and are set in a fine-grained mylonitic 

matrix of quartz and plagioclase. In places some recrystalliza 

tion has occurred and a few pink potassic feldspar grains occur 

here and there,

Petrogeny of the Irruptive

Previous investigators of the Sudbury region have proposed 

three principal types pf origins for the Sudbury irruptive. 

Coleman et. al. (1929) and Collins (1934 et seq.) have supported 

the idea that the irruptive was intruded in one stage and then 

differentiated into its present members*, Againrst this idea is 

the thesis that the irruptive is the product of separate 

intrusions of norite and granophyre. This has been maintained 

by Phemister although it was proposed earlier. Coleman (190?) 

and later Yates (194#) proposed assimilation of the overlying 

Onaping tuffs (Trout Lake conglomerate) as the mode of origin 

for the granophyre. Most of the emphasis in the past has been 

concentrated on the nature of the transition zone, but since 

both sharp and gradational contacts can occur within
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differentiated sheets and at igneous boundaries, it was 

thought that evidence favouring or disfavouring these theories 

might be found in other parts of the irruptive.

The present investigation has shown that the transition 

from norite to granophyre is gradational. Between the norite 

and the granophyre is a zone of rock with petrographic features 

intermediate to both rocks. This zone is the upper light 

transition zone as used in this report and probably conforms 

pretty well to the transition zone of Collins (1934 et seq e ). 

The remaining three transition zones as used in this report, 

since they are texturally and compositionally very similar to 

the grey norite, are considered a part of the main norite body* 

The upper light transition zone, although it has petrographic 

affinities to the granophyre, is thought to be genetically 

related to the norite.

For convenience of discussion, the irruptive can be 

divided into three petrographic units: (1) the black norite, 

(2l the biotite norite, grey norite, and transition zones, and 

(3) the granophyre o

Within the second unit, consisting of the biotite norite, 

grey norite and transition zones, are features that do not fit 

with the concept of differentiation although they do not exclude 

it. Differentiated intrusions, such as the Skaergaard (Wager 

and Deer 1939) or the Bushveld (Hall 1932), commonly exhibit a
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pronounced layering of both compositional and textural nature. 

However in the Levack area the textural layering is absent. 

The norite is quite massive and appears quite uniform over 

distances of hundreds of feet. Also the plagioclase, hypersthene, 

and augite do not change in composition from one level in the 

irruptive to another.

On the other hand, the upper part of the norite and 

transition zone differ from the lower in ways that are only 

readily explained b3' differentiation. In the biotite norite and 

quartz norite, hypersthene is the dominant pyroxene and is 

accompanied by a small amount of augite, but in the overlying 

quartz gabbro and transition zone augite is the only pyroxene 

present. The amount of model interstitial micropegmatite 

increases regularly from about 5 percent at the base of the 

biotite norite to about 20 percent in the middle of the upper 

dark transition zone. From this point to almost the top of 

the upper light transition zone the amount of interstitial 

micropegmatite increases from 20 percent to about 50 percent 0 

Along with its increase in amount, the texture of the micro 

pegmatite becomes finer and more elaborate. In the upper dark 

transition zone, ilmenite and apatite are about 5 times more 

abundant that elsewhere in the irruptive, and suggest precipi 

tation of these minerals at an intermediate stage of differentia 

tion as observed in other areas (e.g. Kuno, 1933). As most of
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the grey norite has about 25 percent combined pyroxene and 

amphibole, the presence of about 60 percent in the biotite 

norite suggests that some crystal settling may have occurred.

Although these features indicate that differentiation 

has occurred, the evidence as a whole does not point towards 

strong fractionation,.

The basal unit of the irruptive, the black norite, differs 

from the rest of the irruptive in its variable texture, variable 

composition, variable thickness, and abundance of inclusions. 

These features are in accordance with an origin as abundance of 

inclusions o These features are in accordance with an origin as 

a marginal contaminated phase of the irruptive. Many of the 

inclusions are of rocks similar to those of the footwall complex, 

but in places the inclusions are anorthositic, and may represent 

partially assimilated portions of the Onaping tuff that were 

caught beneath the irruptive 0

Although the norite and transition zones show signs of 

having differentiated, this does not axiomatically mean that the 

main body of granophyre has been derived as a differentiation 

product of the norite. The major objection to derivation of 

the granophyre by differentiation is that the amount of 

granophyre exceeds that of the norite by a factor of at least 2, 

In fact, the amount of micropegmatite contained interstitially 

within the norite is all that can be theoretically accounted
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for by differentiation of the norite and transition zones.

The presence of a gradational transition zone between 

the norite and granophyre does not invalidate the separate 

injection thesis as put forth by Phemister (1937). If the 

granophyre is a separate injection, then the transitional 

contact may have originated by marginal assimilation, or it 

is possible that differentiation of the norite produced a thin 

layer of granophyre whose contact with the main mass of 

granophyre is obscure. The presence of the aplite dikes in 

the norite is not, conversely, evidence favouring separate 

intrusion. Had the main granophyre originated by differentia 

tion in place, the granophyre would have been still molten 

after the norite was essentially solid and thus capable of 

producing dikes of aplite in the norite.

Before the work of Thomson and Williams (1956), proponents 

of the theory of assimilation were faced with converting the 

Onaping tuffs of andesitic composition into granophyre of 

granitic composition, and the possibility of the material 

transport necessary to do this was not credible. Thomson 

and Williams (1956, p. ?0-#0) have shown that the amount of 

rhyolite in the Onaping tuffs increases towards the irruptive. 

It is not inconceivable then, that at one time the base of 

the Onaping tuffs consisted almost entirely of rhyolite. If 

this was the case, then production of the granophyre by
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assimilation of the base of the tuffs will involve mainly 

recrystallization of the rhyolite. The energy requirements 

of this process are perhaps the chief obstacle, but they 

are largely unknown. The advantage of the theory of 

assimilation over separate intrusion is that it adequately 

accounts for the restricted distribution of the granophyre 

and for the patchy texture of the rock.

YOUNGER DIABASE

Olivine diabase dikes form the latest igneous rocks in 

the area. They occur throughout the Sudbury region and have 

been previously classified as Keweenawan although there is 

no direct correlation. The dikes are generally fairly wide, 

(100 feet or so) and persistent over long distances. Such 

dikes are shown on the maps of Cooke and Collins (1947), and 

Thomson (1956) , and most of them have been traced over 

distances of a few miles. Phemister (1956, p. 10?) says 

that these dikes near the town of Sudbury, vary in width and 

in some cases disappear in short distances. All authors 

agree that the olivine diabase weathers more rapidly than 

most of the surrounding rocks, so that over most of their 

distance their position is marked by a topographic depression.

In Levack and Dowling townships, outcrops of olivine 

diabase dikes are extremely scarce. Numerous straight valleys 

which are persistent in a northwest direction, suggest the
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presence of such dikes. In one or two places the presence 

of a dike has been confirmed by drilling, but for the most 

part surface investigation shows no trace of diabase e

Within the irruptive two dikes were found. One dike, 

which ranges from # to 25 feet wide, extends eastward from 

Fecunis Lake. There are several exposures of this dike where 

there is no evidence of differential erosion. The other 

occurs south of the Levack mine. The road from the Hardy mine 

to Moose Lake follows the valley that coincides with this dike 

at the first pond west of Moose Lake. Some of the chilled 

margin of the dike is still plastered to part of the west 

valley wall, about 100 feet north of the place where the road 

turns westward out of the valley. In the granitic rocks north 

of the irruptive it is virtually impossible to trace the 

olivine diabase dikes. Where such dikes are exposed it is 

difficult to tell them from the older diabase dikes 0 West 

of the Onaping River are a number of narrow straight valleys 

with a northwest strike, which may represent the sites of 

diabase dikes. Cooke 1 s map (1947) shows two olivine diabase 

dikes striking toward the small ponds south of Moose Lake. 

Although outcrops are extensive here, intensive searching 

did not reveal any exposures of diabase. There are two or 

three gaps in the outcrops through which these dikes could 

have passed.
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Pleistocene and Recent deposits occur mainly in the 

valleys o Recent deposits are limited to peat and alluvium, 

and the sand and gravel, but in the north a few glacial 

features are still preserved, Erratics are common on the 

hill tops, most of which are bare, or have only a scanty 

covering of pebbly soil,, Of the several gravel pits that 

are operated in the township, the International Nickel 

Company, has a large pit in the stream gravels along the 

Onaping River, and a somewhat similar type of deposit is 

worked by Falconbridge Nickel Mines at the north end of Pike 

Lake o Road metal has been obtained from pits south of Gravel 

Lake, and at Hardy some gravel has been taken from a kame a 

quarter of a mile north of the mine* An esker is exploited in 

the valley northeast of Levack,,

In the Onaping River valley, north of Levack, flood plains 

have developed wherever the rocky hills are far enough apart to 

permit appreciable valley widths. Terraces are present in some 

places, indicating that the valley was at one time more 

extensively filled than at present e At the International Nickel 

Company*s gravel pit, the flood plain deposits are composed of 

a heterogeneous assortment of sand and gravel beds, although 

some individual beds a re fairly well sorted 0 Gravel beds may 

have boulders up to 18 inches, and all coarse grains are well
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rounded. Cross bedding is common, and an old river channel 

that has been filled in and preserved crosses the pit. The 

gravel deposits extend down to the river level.

South of Levack, the river valley is more confined 

between rocky hills,and few unconsolidated deposits are 

present. Those that are, are composed of a clean fine white 

sand with some fine gravel Proceeding southward the elevation 

of these deposits above the i*iver increases, at the Onaping 

falls, sand and gravel deposits are about 100 feet above the 

river.

Knob and kettle deposits cover most of the conslidated 

rock along the north border of Levack township, east of the 

Onaping River. The south edge of this zone is marked by a 

quarter-mile wide strip of boulders, about 5 to 15 feet across, 

and in places they are piled to a height of 20 feet or so. 

The south edge of the strip is rather sharply defined, and the 

boulders appear to be piled at the angle of repose. The north 

edge is rather vague as the boulders gradually diminish in 

numbers northward. This strip of boulders may have been 

produced by a short local advance of the last retreating 

glacier.

The Onaping townsite is located on relatively thick knob 

and kettle deposits. Two prominent kames occur near the 

junction of the Falconbridge and Canadian Pacific railways,
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and two water-filled kettles are near by. A well developed 

esker extends from Pike Lake, southwest past the Beaver pond 

and into the town of Levack, where it is being excavated for 

the gravel.

During the retreat of the Wisconsin glaciers, the Sudbury 

basin formed a lake for a time. The north shore of that lake 

should occur in, or just south of the area mapped. No former 

beach deposits were specifically recognized, but the sand 

and gravel deposits above the Onaping falls could have been 

part of a series of intermittent beaches.

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

The most important structural feature in Levack township 

is the irruptive. It appears to be a great tabular sheet that 

strikes N.600E. and dips at about 350SE. The attitude of the 

basal contact is well established through diamond drilling 

which has traced it to depths of about 5,000 feet. Its 

overall configuration is that of a fairly uniform layer. 

The attitude of the contacts between the granophyre and norite,

and granophyre and Onaping tuffs in general appear parallel 

to the basal contact, but this has not been unequivocally 

established.

The Fecunis Lake fault is the other major feature in 

the township. It is steeply dipping and extends across the 

area. The east side appears to have moved northward, but the 

total movement is unknown. It is parallel to the Onaping
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lineaments of which it is probably a part. The main cross- 

fault of the Hardy mine (Mitchell and Mutch, 1956) may be the 

cause of the straight southeasterly trending reach in the 

Onaping River south of the Hardy mine. Other lineaments occur 

through the area. A number of southeast-striking ones occur 

west of the Onaping River. These may be diabase dikes 

although none was seen. Numerous fine lines are seen on 

aerial photographs to strike southeast from the small lake 

in the southeast corner of Levack township. On the ground a 

well developed set of joints is all that can be seen.

The lack of structures with which to determine tops, 

and the lack of marker beds make the establishment of a 

structural picture in the Levack complex impossible. 

Foliation is almost without exception steeply dipping. This 

feature is important, in that it confirms the presence of an 

unconformity at the base of the Onaping tuffs.
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ECONOMIC GEOLOGY 

History

In 1888 and 16#9, James Stobie and Rinaldo Mcconnell 

discovered the Levack mine and Big Levack showings. The 

Levack mine was taken over by the Mond Nickel Company, who 

started mining in 1914 9 and the International Nickel Company 

became the owners in 1929. During the early thirties, the 

mine was closed down but was reopened in 1937. Until comple 

tion of a mill in 195# (with a capacity of 6,000 tons per day) 

the ore was shipped directly to Copper Cliff 0 Falconbridge 

Nickel Mines commenced exploration in the area about 1935 and 

by 1943 had outlined the Hardy ore deposit. Shaft sinking 

started in 1952 and by 1956 the mine was producing about 

300,000 tons of ore per year. In 1955, work was started at 

the Longvack and Fecunis mines, and in 195#, plans were being 

made to commence work on the Strathcona deposit*

The description of the Hardy mine by Mitchell and Mutch 

(1956) is the best account of the geology of a mine in the 

Levack area, and most of the following account has been taken 

from their article. The Levack mine, the largest in the area, 

has been superficially covered in two short articles (Yates, 

19*f# and International Nickel, 1946), and from these brief 

descriptions, it appears that the situation at the Levack mine 

is very similar to that at the Hardy mine. Falconbridge Nickel 

mines very kindly permitted the writer to visit their mines 

in the area, and t he conditions described at the Hardy mine
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are similar to those in the Fecunis and Longvack deposits, 

although the details and emphasis differ 0

The nickel deposits on the north range, like most of 

those elsewhere around the basin, occur at the outer edge of 

the irruptive 0 Although adjacent to the norite, the ore 

bodies occur mainly in the footwall rocks, and variations in 

these appear to be important factors in the distribution of 

ore c

Geology

Coleman (1905) pointed out that most of the ore deposits 

occurred on embayments of norite into the country rock. This 

he thought was a consequence of the segregated sulphides 

settling into the lowest parts of the original floor of the 

irruptive 0 Sulphide deposits occur intermittently along the 

base of the irruptive in Levack township 0 The richest and 

largest ore bodies occur between the Levack mine's No 0 2 

shaft and Fecunis Lake,, Ore deposits east and west of this 

area are smaller and more scattered., Thus the centre of 

sulphide mineralization can be roughly placed at a point half 

way between the Levack mine shaft and the east side of Fecunis 

Lake o

The present mapping shows that a relationship between the 

thickness of the irruptive and bre deposition is not simple if 

it exists o The norite alone is thickest west of the centre
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of mineralization. The thickness of the norite plus the 

transition zone has two maxima, one of which coincides with 

this centre, and the other is west of it. The thickness of 

the whole irruptive appears to increase towards this centre 

of mineralization, however, the length of the irruptive that 

was mapped is a little too small to be too certain of this. 

Although the thickness of the irruptive may provide a clue 

to the general area where ore bodies occur, it seems to have 

no specific relation to the position of individual ore 

deposits.

The sulphides occur in irregular lenses, most of which lie 

close to and more or less parallel to the footwall of the 

norite. The lenses are very irregular, especially in detail 0 

At the Levack and Hardy mines, the orebodies occur largely 

in the footwall rocks, and their upper sides are marked by 

an assay wall in the norite. The orebodies at the Longvack 

and Fecunis mines do not have simple parallel arrangements. 

At Longvack, the orebodies are within contact breccia in the 

footwall, and form two lenses. One lens is vertical and 

strikes northwest, and it is crossed at its southern end by 

the west end of the ore body, which strikes northeast and 

dips northward. Thus instead of being parallel to the foot 

wall contact these orebodies are perpendicular to it. The
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Fecunis orebody is a large pear-shaped mass whose long axis 

is more or less vertical*

The relationships of the orebodies to faults is uncertain. 

The Fecunis fault displaces the Fecunis orebody, but it may 

have had several periods of movement. Early fault movements

may have influenced the development of the contact breccia 

in which the Fecunis orebody is located 0 Faults crossing 

the footwall contact at the Hardy mine coincide with thicker 

parts of the orebodies. The footwall contact of the norite 

is marked by a fault which in places swings up 50 feet into 

the norite. It is uncertain what effect this fault has had 

on the location of ore.

Ore bodies favour areas of Levack and contact breccias 0 

It is possible that these rocks at the time of ore deposition 

were less consolidated than they are now and thus more 

favourable than the surrounding granite and norite. Sub 

stantial ore also occurs as stringer masses in the footwall 

granite, but where the mafic fragments are abundant the 

ground appears to be the least favourable for sulphides. 

Mitchell and Mutch suggest that irregularities in the norite 

footwall are important in the localization of ore, and Yates 

(194&) suggests that the Levack mine orebodies are related 

to rolls in the norite footwall,. Thickenings of ore bodies 

are generally into the footwall,.
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Ore contains about 30 percent or more sulphides mixed 

with unaltered gangue. The ore occurs generally as masses 

and stringers, and in some of the contact breccia a coarse 

disseminated type of ore is produced. Disseminated sulphides 

occur throughout the norite, but pyrrhotite and pentlandite 

occur only close to the footwall. Mitchell and Mutch point 

(1956,p,42} out that orebodies in the contact breccia composed 

mainly of black norite fragments (quartz diorite breccia) 

are very irregular and of low grade. This corresponds with 

the(International Nickel, 1946} statement that at the Levack 

mine the amount of sulphide decreases upward, and that the 

hanging wall is determined by assay.

The metallic minerals present are pyrrhotite, pentlandite, 

chalcopyrite, and magnetite. At the Hardy mine the ratio of 

pyrrhotite to pentlandite is fairly constant. At Levack mine 

it is about 5 to l, and the average copper to nickel ratio, 

according to International Nickel (1946), is 2 to 1. At 

Hardy, this ratio is extremely variable, although the sum of 

the copper and nickel content of the ore is fairly constant* 

The ratio of copper to nickel may vary in one ore shoot from 

l to 20 near the hanging wall to 2 to l near the footwall. 

For the mine as a whole, the ratio is about l to 2 in upper 

levels changing to l to 5 in the lower levels. At the Onaping 

mine, which represents a still lower level, the ratio of copper 

to nickel is l to 8. Magnetite is fairly evenly distributed
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throughout the ore, and concentrations and bands occur at the 

sides and ends of the orebodies. Pyrite is usually associated 

with the magnetite-rich portions of the ore, and some occurs 

scattered throughout 0
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